Posterior Cast Alloy Full Coverage Crown

Preparation Performance / Self Reflection - Score Assessment sheet – Nov 2016

Maximum possible score  =  17

Margin:

Overall margin position compared to gingival margin (no less than 0.5mm supra-gingival):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Depth and Design for material (0.5-0.7 mm chamfer):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Smoothness and finish:
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Taper:

Bucco-Lingual Axial Walls (neo-parallel 7 degrees):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Mesial and distal walls (neo-parallel 7 degrees):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Undercuts:
Not present  2  Present  0

Tooth Reduction:

Labial and lingual walls (two plane reduction in line with anatomy of tooth – evidence of 0.7 -1.mm reduction):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Occlusal table reduction (1-1.25mm):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Interdental (at least 1mm of separation between the prepared margins and the neighbouring teeth):
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0

Maintenance of cuspal / fossa anatomy after reduction:
Satisfactory  2  Unsatisfactory  0
Overall smoothness and finish (margins and other surfaces of preparation should be smooth and polished preparation should be tooth shaped not square):

- Satisfactory: 2
- Unsatisfactory: 0

DF Score =

(Maximum Score for posterior Cast Alloy Posterior Crown Preparation = 22)

Self-reflective DF Learning Comments

Please list below the things you have done well and those that you need to improve:

3 best things of my preparation

3 worst things of my preparation